
The summer quarter has been one of further progress, with the portfolios on average up 5%, maintaining the positive 
momentum since inception on 1st June 2016. While the data was favourable, in general, for the world economy, 
domestic and global politics were trying hard to unsettle investors. While Fevertree may have stolen the limelight again, 
with another strong trading update, it was some of the less glamorous investments, such as Restore, an office service 
company and Youngs, the London based brewer which underpinned the outperformance.

As the IHT portfolio went through its first anniversary, the 20 stocks underwent a rigorous internal review. Against this 
background there was more rebalancing than has been the norm to date. This prompted the sale of 4 holdings in the 
quarter. We have identified a new opportunity in online retailing, with the IPO of Angling Direct, encouraging a switch 
out of Boohoo, which has been an excellent investment, but feels up with events. In healthcare, where we have had 
mixed success, we exited Angle, Alliance Pharma and Horizon Discovery, reinvesting in Abzena and Creo Medical. As we 
go to press there is an interesting small technology company joining AIM, where we are participating in the placing. As 
an added bonus, it qualifies for EIS, which should benefit many of our clients.  Overall with a refreshed portfolio we 
move into the autumn quarter with confidence.  
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PERFORMANCE AND PORTFOLIO STATISTICS

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE
Mole Valley Asset Management’s AIM Inheritance Tax Portfolio aims to provide clients with long term capital 
appreciation whilst sheltering their investments from Inheritance Tax by investing in AIM listed companies that qualify 
for business property relief. Risk is diversified by investing in a broad range of companies that have very different 
business exposures.

The value of your investments and the income from them may go down as well as up. Existing IHT tax legislation may change to 
the detriment of your investment. There is no guarantee that individual companies on AIM will continue to  qualify for Business 

Property Relief and thereby exemption for IHT. Eligibility is determined by HMRC at the point it is claimed. MVAM are not tax 
advisors and this product should only form part of an Inheritance Tax Plan.
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time to...  LOOK AT THE BIG PICTURE? 

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT TEAM 

BENEFITS   RISKS  FEES 

Mole Valley Asset Management offer innovative and bespoke investment services to private clients and 
intermediaries. A highly experienced team, investing client savings directly into the markets, aided by proprietary 
screening and original research. We always remember that it’s your money. 

• Inheritance Tax planning

• Clear reporting

• Easy access to your money

MONTHLY PERFORMANCE HISTORY

ABOUT MVAM

Performance is a composite made from grouping together each individual client IHT portfolio. All client portfolios hold 
the identical stocks but weightings will differ depending on start date. On start date each client has their own 
individual portfolio which will start with a 5% weighting in each of the twenty MVAM IHT portfolio stocks. 

• Tax rules may change

• Focused portfolio

• Money invested in small
companies

• No entry or exit fees

• Fees 1% + VAT

• Dealing fees of 0.3% fee
plus  £5 admin fee
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